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Dear Colleague, 

 

Happy fall, y'all! Although with temperatures in the 80s, it doesn't quite seem like

fall here in the South just yet.  

 

First off, we're thrilled to announced that Adventure Canada is joining the Emerging

Destinations family starting in October. They offer award-winning expedition cruises

to the Canadian Arctic, including the Northwest Passage, Hudson Bay and Wild

Labrador coast. We really look forward to working with them.    

 

This month's Small Ship Cruising newsletter is all about our clients' sustainable

tourism efforts. Such an important factor in today's travel and Emerging

Destinations is proud to represent such "green" companies. 

  

Things keep getting busier and busier, but we're always here to assist you with

anything you may need. Please don't hesitate to reach out!

 

 

Jane + Jessie

Jane Behrend and Jessie Bligh 

Jungle Experiences 

We are offering Buy 1 get 1 Free on select departures in 2018 and 2019

aboard the La Perla and Zafiro. DETAILS HERE 

Iceland ProCruises

Our early bird specials for 2019 bookings expire on December 28th, 2018. 

SeaTrek Sailing Adventures

Our 2020 schedule is now available. Details and prices HERE

We have just printed some lovely maps. Make sure to order them in the "order

brochures" link above.

Adventure Canada

The Early Bird Gets the World: We have extended the 2020 Ocean Endeavour

Early Bird Booking Incentive (10% off berth cost) until January 19th, 2019. 

30 under 30! Our Youth and Student discount is 30% off all cruises aboard

the Ocean Endeavour! 

NO SINGLE SUPPLEMENT on all Ocean Endeavour departures in categories

3-7 while availability lasts. 

Webinar Invite | An intro to Adventure Canada w/ Expedition Leader,

MJ Swan

Thursday, October 18th @ 1pm EDT 

Register Here

Adventure Canada Joins

Emerging Destinations 
We're pleased to announced that Adventure

Canada is joining the Emerging Destinations

portfolio in October. 

 

Founded in 1987 and based near Toronto,

the company is dedicated to taking intrepid

travelers to Canada’s “blank spaces” — areas

like MORE 

SeaTrek 101 — Why We Sail Where We Do 
Without a couple of key pieces of information, it’s a little hard to make sense of

why SeaTrek Sailing Adventures starts the year sailing around the easternmost end

of Indonesia MORE

Iceland ProCruises Goes

Even Greener 
Iceland ProCruises has updated its Green

Initiative Program. The goal is to do its part

and keep the oceans as clean as possible

by: MORE

Guide to being a

responsible and

sustainable tourist in the

Amazon 

Traveling is a wonderful way to discover

nature, but it should be admired with

respect and love. Doing so in a sustainable

way allows us to leave a positive footprint on

the planet, while enjoying the experience more fully. MORE 

The Northwest Passage with Adventure Canada 
Designated a Canadian Signature Experience by Canadian Tourism, Adventure

Canada's "Into the Northwest Passage" and "Out of the Northwest Passage" voyages

are the ultimate in expedition cruising. 

USA Today offers advice on how visitors can better plan and pull

off a vacation in increasingly popular Iceland — from the fact that

summer weather on the North Atlantic island can be rather brisk

to the fact that gas station hot dogs in Iceland can be a

scrumptious savior MORE 

ETB Travel News reports that more Australian families are now

choosing digital detox adventure vacations on which both the

children and parents leave their mobile phones and other

electronic devices at home in favor of  of unplugged holidays —

like SeaTrek Sailing Adventures in Indonesia. MORE 

Flight Network recently announced its 2018 World's Ultimate

Bucket List of travel destinations as determined by 800 plus

travel journalists, agencies, bloggers and editors. Coming in at

No. 31 — the Amazon rainforest of South America — home to

Jungle Experiences. MORE 

Want to receive more news from us? Or never again? Click here

Contact Jane Behrend at +1 (404) 993-6116 or Jessie Bligh at +1 (770) 377-8892
info@emergingdestinations.com
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